
Run Fartok Run!
Fartok – High Commander of Ghar Battlegroup Nine – is leading the charge against an Algoryn bastion on Ephra when his forces are
suddenly attacked from all sides! It’s a trap! Fartok’s battle armour is struck and immobilised. All around him Ghar warriors are
either dying or fighting for their lives. Fartok manages to free himself of his armoured casing, but now he is vulnerable and alone
amidst the confusion of battle. Without powerful battle armour suits Ghar are practically blind, feeble and defenceless. None-the-
less they are determined creatures and none more so than Fartok himself!

In this scenario the Ghar player has to get the Fartok pilot model off the table and escape the carnage so Fartok can go on to
avenge the loss of Battlegroup Nine and lead the Outcast revolt. The remnant of the Ghar force is vastly outnumbered and
surely doomed, but still capable of winning time for Fartok to get away.  

SET UP
You’ll need an area 4’ x 4’ to play the game – if your table is
longer (e.g. 6’ x 4’ or 8’ x 4’) then just play within the area
required. 

The table is divided into four edges as shown below. Note
that because Fartok was ambushed during the fighting on
Ephra against the the Algoryn, we have set the scenario up to
represent the back story with Algoryn as ambushers.
However, the game will work perfectly well with other forces
in the ambush role should you prefer. See the notes at the end
for suggestion about playing this scenario with the Concord
and starter box contents. 

The devastation of Ephra can be represented by patches of
boulders, rocks or ruins arranged as area terrain and
obstacles. We leave it to the players to decide exactly what
terrain to use and how to place it, depending on what is
available, but ideally scenery should be arranged as follows.

Place four areas of terrain along each Algoryn edge and
within 10” of the edge – these can be rocky ground/rubble
(light terrain), boulder fields/ruins or rocky pinnacle (dense
terrain). Make sure you leave a gap between the terrain areas
sufficient to move troops through. See the Terrain rules pages
52 and 53 of the Antares book for more about different types
of terrain. This creates a broad corridor down the centre of
the board for Fartok to make his run. 

Next the ambushing player places two further areas of rocky
ground or rubble (light terrain) aligned down the centre of the
table and at least 10” from either Fartok’s starter edge or
escape edge. Finally, the Ghar player can place up to 20” of
rocks or rubble arranged into obstacles at least 3” long
anywhere in the open corridor between the Fartok starter and
escape edges. These give Fartok a chance of hopping from
cover to cover, and will help to block line of sight as he makes
his run, so think carefully about how you place these.
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THE FORCES
The Ghar force is 500 points plus Fartok. This is a small size for
a Ghar force and this means your choice of troops will be
rather limited. However, Ghar troopers are powerful, and you
have sufficient points to field two battle armoured units with
reinforcements or accompanying Outcasts as well as an
auxiliary unit such as Flitters. At the start of the game the
Ghar player gets the usual number of Order Dice for the force
plus +1 dice for Fartok. Remember to add an extra ‘black’
distort dice into the mix for the Ghar (see p168 of the Antares
rulebook for how this works). 

The Algoryn force is 1000 points chosen from the army list in
the usual way. This is a larger force and easily capable of
overwhelming the Ghar without too much trouble in the
normal run of things. However, the object of the game isn’t
just to destroy the Ghar it is also to stop Fartok! Also the
Algoryn forces are distributed unevenly and this will hinder
their ability to deal with the surviving Ghar.

DEPLOYMENT
At the start of the game place all of the Ghar units including
Fartok within 10” of the Fartok starter edge. These are troops
that have survived the Algoryn’s initial fire – the remnants of
other destroyed Ghar units can be imagined to litter the
battlefield both behind and in front of our forces. 

Once the Ghar units have been placed the Algoryn player
positions half of his force (half the number of order dice
rounding up). These units must be divided as equally as
possible between both Algoryn edges and must be deployed
within 5” of the edge and not within 10” of Ghar units already
deployed. Remaining Algoryn units can enter along either
Algoryn edge at the start of the second or any subsequent
turn, but will require an order test to move on. If this is failed
they suffer no penalty, but must text again in the following

turn to enter the battlefield and so on. (Note this is just the
default rules for deploying and moving units onto the
battlefield in subsequent turns as described in the Scenario
section of the Antares rules book p140). 

OBJECTIVE
The Ghar player must get Fartok off the opposite table edge
alive. The model only has to move across the table edge to
leave the battlefield – if any portion of Fartok’s base crosses
the line he has made it! Nothing else matters as far as the
Ghar player is concerned and the remainder of the force can
be sacrificed to enable Fartok to escape.

The Algoryn player’s objective is to destroy the Ghar battle
force and if he can stop Fartok as well then so much the better!
His mission is to destroy all the Ghar battle armoured units – if
he fails to do this he cannot win even if Fartok fails to escape.

GAME DURATION
The game ends immediately if Fartok escapes or of all the
Ghar battle armoured units are destroyed and Fartok is killed. 

If neither of the above has happened at the end of the sixth
turn roll a D6. On a result of 1, 2 or 3 the game ends, on a roll
of 4, 5 or 6 play one further turn. 

VICTORY
If Fartok escapes the Ghar player wins regardless of other
considerations. Hurrah for Fartok! 

If Fartok fails to escape within the time set for the game
them the Algoryn player wins if he has also destroyed all of
the Ghar battle armoured units in their entirety. All Hail the
Council of Algor! 

If neither player can claim victory the result of this encounter
is a draw. Revenge will be ours! 

A Concord research facility falls to the hateful Ghar.



SPECIAL SCENARIO RULES
1. Ambush. Because the game represents an ambush any of
the Algoryn units already deployed on the table can begin the
game with an Ambush order if the player wishes. Remove an
order dice from the bag and place the unit/s on ‘ambush’.

2. Pinned. To represent the fact that the Algoryn have already
hit the Ghar army hard, and the surviving force is thrown into
confusion, each Ghar unit including Fartok begins the game
with 1 pin already. Remember that probe units (e.g. Ghar
Flitters) don’t take pins so there is no need to worry about these. 

3. Fartok the Pilot. The Antares rulebook includes rules for
Fartok as Leader of the Outcast Revolt in his rebuilt battle-
armour. At the time when our scenario takes place all that lies
in the future, and Fartok is merely an escaping pilot, helpless
and vulnerable without the protection of his battle armour. Well
not quite helpless. He is Fartok after all – and no push over! 

The stats for Fartok as an escaping pilot are shown below.
Note that his Ag value is enhanced because he is
unencumbered by his battlesuit – he may well need this to
sprint across the battlefield. 

FARTOK, THE ESCAPING PILOT

Unit: Outcast High Commander Ag Acc Str Res Init Co Special

Fartok, Outcast High Commander 
with lugger pistol 6 5 3 4 9 9 Wound, Leader 3, 

Command (Outcasts only), Hard to Spot

Special Rules

Leader 3. This is the standard rule allowing Fartok to re-roll up to 3 failed Resist rolls at a time (page 135 of the Antares rulebook).

Wound. If Fartok fails a resist then instead of falling casualty he is wounded. Once wounded if any further resist roll is failed he is removed as a casualty like
anyone else. If Fartok is wounded then the unit cannot lose its last 1 pin. It can lose other pins as normal, but the last 1 pin cannot be removed.

Command (outcasts only). Because Fartok is not wearing his battle armour he cannot communicate with other Ghar units, except for Outcasts – who he
can shout at! He therefore has the Command rule in respect to Outcasts (i.e. they benefit from his Co stat if within 10”).

Hard to Spot. We know the escaping pilot is Fartok – and we know he is destined to lead rebel Outcasts in revolt and emerge as the greatest threat the
Ghar Empire has ever faced. But right now all the Algoryn force would really know is that the battlefield is littered with broken enemy, individuals running
for their lives, the wounded struggling to escape, and here-and-there little knots of survivors making a last stand. So, we shall place a few restrictions on
the enemy’s ability to shoot at Fartok to represent the fact that – in reality – he is very hard to single out amongst the debris and chaos of battle.

• Fartok cannot be targeted at ranges of greater than 10” – enemy must get within 10” to shoot at him. 

• Any unit shooting at Fartok suffers an additional –2 Acc penalty because he is small and on his own – and very good at keeping out of the way –
let alone lucky! 

• If an enemy unit wishes to assault Fartok then it must begin its move within 10” of him – otherwise they just can’t spot him and are not allowed to
move into touch. 

• If enemy are shooting weapons that are normally targeted at a point of ground (such as Grip ammo) they are not allowed to deliberately target
within 3” of Fartok’s position.

Lugger Pistol. Ghar pilots often carry small versions of the crude Lugger gun for personal protection should they become separated from their armour. 
We don’t recommend that Fartok spends too much time shooting – speed is of the essence – but desperate times and all that! 

Tactical Notes: 
Fartok is very fragile despite his three Leader re-rolls and wound – with a Res value
of a mere 4 his chances of surviving a hit are slim and his best bet is to try and
avoid being hit at all! This is why the Ghar player gets to position obstacles along
Fartok’s escape route. These will provide some cover and possibly intervening
terrain along the way, but be careful not to block Fartok’s path at the same time. A
series of sprints can carry him across the table in as few as three turns – so there is
room for the odd missed move or advance if that best suits the terrain. With a Co
value of 9 Fartok stands a good chance of passing any break test triggered by pins,
and remember as a single model he goes ‘down’ if this is failed unless you are
unlucky enough to roll a 10. 

For the Algoryn player it’s vital to get a few units into Fartok’s path and this may
well prove sufficient to deny the Ghar victory. However, the Ghar forces are not
insignificant and must also be tackled if you are to win the game. They will prove
a tougher proposition and you will need some powerful support or heavy failing
weaponry to penetrate the Ghar battle armour, or – that – lots of shooting and
count on the Ghar player rolling a few auto-fails (if enough hits are scored those
10s will start to count!). The Ghar are vulnerable to pins because of the size of
their units so do whatever is necessary to keep them pinned down if you can. Mag
guns and most Algoryn weaponry has too low a SV to overcome the Ghar heavy
armour and force a pin with hits alone – but don’t forget the Micro-X Launcher
can be given Overload ammo with a more useful SV of 3. 

Optional rules: 
This game is all about getting
Fartok away – but what about
the other survivors? Surely
the battlefield is strewn with
Ghar who have somehow
managed to escape their
armoured casings. If you have
more pilot models why not
play with two, three or more.
You can mark which is Fartok
under his base – no need for
the other player to know
which is which. Other pilots
should have lower Co and Init
values consistent with
ordinary Ghar pilots (8) and
won’t have the special rules
apart from Hard to Spot,
which we will apply to all. 
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Type of Weapon Effective
Range
Long Extreme Strike Value Special 

Lugger Pistol 10 20 None 0 Limited Ammo

• Limited Ammo. After shooting roll a D10. On the score of a 10 Fartok is out of ammunition and cannot shoot at all for the rest of the battle. 
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PLAYING THE GAME VERSUS CONCORD
The scenario is based on Fartok’s backstory and the humiliating destruction of Battle Group Nine on the world of Ephra
– but it can be played against any Antarean force if you wish. The obvious alternative is the Concord and as it happens
the forces in the starter box are ideally proportioned to fight the scenario – with about 786 points of Concord and 388
points of Ghar depending on the options taken. The Concord do lack support or heavy weapons that can take out Ghar
with one hit – apart from the plasma lance – but the volume of fire from their plasma carbines is usually enough to rack
up the pins until they become intolerable. 

CONCORD FORCES
• Four Strike Squads including spotter drone.

• One Plasma Light Support unit of three 
light weapon drones with spotter drone.

Five units total (5 dice)

You can use Kai Lek as one of the Strike Leaders. Give all
the Strike Squads plasma grenades. Give each Squad a
trooper with plasma lance – if you have modelled them
without then find some way to mark a model and just
imagine he has a plasma lance. 

GHAR FORCES 
• One Battle Squad with plasma amplifiers

• One Assault Squad with plasma amplifiers

• Fartok

Three units total (3 dice with 2 available as amplifiers)

Notes: this slightly smaller game tends to favour Fartok’s
getaway because there are fewer enemies to bar his path.
To compensate for this try giving Fartok two pins at the
start of the game… just to make his life that bit harder!t

Ghar about to get a very unpleasant surprise. 


